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Common standard definition defines a word.  The word SHARE can be a topic, a category, a placement, an 

action, a way of life for many in altered circumstances.  It’s a lateral pyramid to climb, examine, appreciate used 

correctly.  Misuse, misunderstanding can result in DISASTER for both individuals involved or many involved.  The 

word Disaster converted to Share equals misuse and misunderstandings. 

What does the word Share mean that’s beneficial to all? The definition in the dictionary states the general 

understanding of giving a portion or part to others.  The key word is now beneficial to you and to others in the 

word Share.   The thought process as well as the life situation in life of when it truly is beneficial. A good thing to 

do at the right time/moment in life.   

A comparative over time from very small to very large sharing in relation to individual sharing – not corporate 

stock holder.  It’s the knowing WHEN in each situation the word Share can be applied- a small gestural Share that 

is giving to a more advanced level when possible.  Though individuals are taught to Share, sharing at a very, very 

young age i.e. the toddler with its toy expanded to the adult to its income, clothing, food, service to others.  The 

older individuals in circumstances and situations in life change/enhance to an advancement of a Share to be 

contributed to others due to economic state. 

The economic station state in which we live may be beneficial but depending on what an individual’s situation 

within the economy- meaning economic state- lifestyle expenditures of rent, food, transportation costs, etc. 

depends upon if an individual is able to or not able to contribute –Share- and how often.  The meaning that an 

individual that has a lifestyle that includes a house, car and family does NOT always have the income to 

contribute if any at all depending on situations that suddenly arise.  Its unexpected expenditures due to health 

(sickness), etc. means that individual can or can Not contribute or Share.   Depending on an individual’s current 

life situations combined with lifestyle.   

The economic station states that are at the lower to the lowest with NO income, Share comes beneficial in the 

process of knowledge as a possibility.  Knowledge of where people are located that could possibly 

help/contribute to getting themselves out of the lower/lowest economic state such as locations of library, 

clothing center, food pantries, soup kitchens, health care workers, etc.  People or individuals that help or point 

in a direction where others may help for whatever the need be.  The one person theory may apply- one person 

can help me with this, another person can help me with that, another person can help me with the other.   Not 

all individuals can expect or rely or find that only one person (individual) can do everything  for  you or provide 

everything for you – depending on the circumstances it may take a lot of one person individuals combined 

together by one person’s self to get back in the direction to achieve or maintain a better living/life and lifestyle.  

The word Share used positively means to be beneficial to others and the individual that gives/ contributes. The 

word Share used negatively means if you do NOT have the income, food, extra clothing or service to provide 

others and it causes an individual to be put into category of a low or lower or lowest economic state it defeats 

what the words really meaning.  The word then becomes the word for a NOT beneficial Share is DISASTER! – 

especially for the individual(s) that end in a lower economic state that does not include an income. 

 Positive Share applies when an individual(s) is/are capable of assisting others at their own economic stationed 

state or where their knowledge is needed to help/assist others or a combination of both. 


